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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The need for supervised implementation of employment information relative to
job openings and job placement is indicated by the minimum of positive terminations
at SER (Service, Employment, Redevelopment) Jobs for Progress Inc.; Santa Clara
County, California.

This federally funded, non-profit, employment and training

program is in need of a centralized job opening job placement information unit.
Each job developer responsible for the employment (positive termination) of
SER clientele, functions independently rarely exchanging vital job opening job
placement information which could maximize positive terminations.

Essentially,

each job developer functions as an independent job' opening job placement information unit.

ft
1-

The development of a system to centralize job opening and job placement information would allow for information exchange between independent units, and could
be a significant determinant in maximizing positive terminations.

For example,

as an independent unit a job developer may lose a potential job placement
(positive termination) because he/she may:

(1) be unable to fill the job order

request of the employer, (2) lack information as to whether or not other indepen~
dent units could fill the request.
As a central unit job developers could exchange i.nformation relative to
employer request and function as a combined unit to fulfill such request, thus
resulting in a minimum loss of job order requests and a maximization of placements (pos-itive terminations).

j

In generating the conceptual project plan the project planner was concerned with
~--,...

--

-

~. -~- ,..~_,.

>,

..

---

the interplay· between detriments and benefits to formulate the following conflicts:
Detriment:

Why is there de-centralized job opening ,job placement information
exchange between job developers?

Benefit:

Why is centralized job opening job placement information exchange
necessary to maximize positive termination?
·

-Conflict:

Why is there de-centrali-zed job opening job,-placement informgtion
exchange when centralized job opening job placement information is
essential to maximi'ze positive termination?

The constraint within the conflict could serve as a means for the solution of
the conflict.
The increased placement of-program clientele would maximize positive terminations
which would increase program efficiency and may insure and/or i nc'rease funding of
services ·for the program, whi'ie maintaining program survival.
Dilectic Conflict
The project planner has formulated the following chart to ·illustrate the
--

dilectic conflict of the conceptual project plan.
·CentaHzed Job Opening Job Placement
Information Unit
.Value
Maximized ~
Positive
Terminations
(Employment).

Benefit
CentralizedInformati:on:
Exchange
Unit

Detriment
, De-Centra 1i zed
Information
Exchange
Unit

/

No Value
Minimi:zed
Positive
Terminations
(Employment)

Statement-of the Problem
Under the condition that maximized positive terminations is the essential
element in determination of program efficiency, the project plan was to develop
a centralized job opening:,job placement information unit to allow for information
exchange between job developers to maximize positive terminations.

2

The major steps in formu·lating the solution of the problem was to develop

9

planning subsystems consisting of the following components:
1)

Work Breakdown Structure.

2)

Work Flow.

3)

Time Estimation.

4)

Schedule and Resource Allocation.

5)

Cost and Budget Estimation.

· Purpose . of the Project
Specifically speaking, the purpose of the conceptual project plan was to formulate
a planning subsystem to design, to develop and to implement a plan for a centralized
job opening job placement informa-ti on unit for job developers of SER, Jobs for Progress
Inc., in order to.maximize posittve terminations.

For -example, a centralized job

openfog job placement information unitwould serve as a point where job developers
,,.

could exchange and receive information and combine placement efforts to increase positive
-

terminations.
,importance of the Project
The development of a conceptual project plan to centralize job opening job placement information into one unit ·would provide
a means foi:_:Jnformation
exchange ----"~'
between
,.-·-----~--·••-~,. . __,~
. . ~--- ~--job __ devel-opers and '!1.~~imize positive ~erminations~~ · To max_tm}..ze_pos:itive terminations
would increase the efficiency of the program.
Delimitation of the Project
A)

Project approval and implementation of the project plan by·the Executive
Director and Project Directors (administration) of SER, Jobs for Progress.

B)' SER, Jobs for Progress Inc., Santa Clara County, California.
t

C)
,,,-

Job Developers employed by SER, Jobs for Progress Inc., (see definition
of terms).

'

D)

Job Opening Infovmation (see definition of terms).

E)

Job Plaeement Information· (see-definition of terms).
3

DEFINITION OF TERMS
For the purpose of clarity relative to Chapter II - Review of Literatu~e,
and for the purpose of implementation, the project planner identified terms within
the project plan that are used interchangably, and that are the primary essential
elements of the conceptual project plan.
In Chapter II the following primary essential elements and terms are used
interchangably.
1)

Centralized Job Opening Job Placement Information Unit and Central Job
Development Unit.

2)

Job Opening and Job Development.

3)

Job Placement and Positive Termination.

4)

Information Exchange and Communication.

5)

Program Efficency and Maximized Positive Terminations.

The above terms are the primary essential elements within the conceptual
project plan and the essential elements relative to Analytical Definitions,
Research Questions and Hypotheses.

The above primary essential elements are

also categorized as part of the functional elements within the conceptual project
plan.
Listed below are general and operational definitions for functional elements
within the conceptual project plan.

The general definition presents terms in the

context of which they are used for daily general operating purposes at SER, Jobs
for Progress Inc.
The operational definition presents terms in a context relative to specific
operating purposes of the conceptual project plan.
The general definitions were extracted from Santa Clara Valley Manpower Board,
Management Information System Manual, Chapter II - Terms and Definitions, November,
1974.
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Th~ operational definiti'ons were formulated by the project planner by means
-

of extracting and combining essential elements from the general definitions and
review of literature for operating purposes relative to the project plan.

l) At SER the general· definition of the term Centralized-Job Opening Job

Placement. Information Unit - denotes a central unit wherein all job
developers could feed and receive data·relative to specific job openings
and job placement of program clientele~ A central u_nit specifically
responsible for development of employment opportunities and placement
of program clientele.
Operationally _speaking, for the purpose of the project plan and for
its ·implementationc,at SER,. the term Centralized Job Opening Job Placement
•. Information - denotes a central unit as:
'•

A)

To be composed of job developers in which daily tasks could be
coordinated and 'information exchanged.
·, B} W·ith.,.spedfic tasks and goals -relative to maintaining up-to-date
labor market information, job openings ·and, job placement of
program clientele.
C) To actively assist program cl-ientele and employers with job
placement.
D)· To be responsible for•the collection and dissiminations of
·information,relative to labor market trends and job·ready clientel:e.
E) To'>wh'ich'-job developers could report daily to exchange, to enter
and to receive job openi'ng job placement information.
F) · Where job opening job placement information would be logged,
filed and distributed.
G) To be ·responsible for the placement'.(positive termination) of
~program clientele before, during and after training completion.
H) To be r-esponsib·le for developing and maintaining working relationships with employers ·for the·benefit of placement (positive
termination) of program clientele.
2) At SER the general definition of the term 1Job Developer - denotes each
individual employed by SER, Jobs for Progress in the capacity of Job
Developer.
Operationally speaking, for the purpose of the project plan and
· its i.mplementation at SER, the term Job, Developer - denotes any person
employed in this capacity directly responsible for soliciting employment opportunities for the positive termination of program clientele.
3) At SER .the general definition'-of the term Job Openi:ng Information denotes data specifically related to,the development of employment
opportunities as generated by·job developers for placement 6f program
clientele.
Operationally speaking,·for the purpose of the project plan and its
implementation at.SER, the term·Job Opening Information - denotes the
soliciting of employment opportunities to assure equal and/or probable
access to jobs available to program clientele and whose objective is to
expand the variety of employment opportunities such as available to
program clientele.
·
5

Below are various job opening categories:
l)
2)
3)
4)
5)
4)

Specific Employment Positions.
Specific Requirements and/or Qualifications.
Wages.
Benefits.
On the Job Training (OJT).

At SER the general definition of the term Job Placement Information denotes data specifically related to employment (positive termination)
and/or to the qualifications for employment of program clientele.
Operationally speaking, for the purpose of the project plan and
for its implementation at SER, the term Job Placement Information denotes specific data relative to program clientele who have exited
the program at any time as a result of placement in unsubsidized
employment (positive termination), specific data relative to the
individual, employer and/or employment position affecting job placement.
Below are various job placement categories:
l)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Client Employment Experience and Skills.
Client Employment Goals.
Employer Contracts and Requests.
Labor-Market Trends.
Occupational Demands.

5) At SER the general definition of the term Information Exchange - denotes
the communication and exchange of data between job developers relative
to job openings and job placement as a result of the centralization of
information.
Operationally speaking, for the purpose of the project plan and
for its implementation at SER, the term Information Exchange - denotes
a systemized pattern of communication that would serve as a means of
data exchange between job developers. A communication pattern that
could act as a control and co-ordination instrument by which to obtain
desired results. A communication point where job developers could enter,
store and receive data. A communication point where job developers
could exchange data as a group and as individuals.
6)

Operationally speaking, for the purpose of the project plan and its
implementation the term Program Efficiency - denotes the total number
of training-related placements from skill training to the total number
of placements from skill training. This measures the efficiency of
the program in placing clients into employment for which they were trained and reflects the quality of job development (The general definition
does not change context).

7)

At SER the general definition of the term Positive Termination - denotes
clients who have enrolled in the program and obtained full-time unsubsidized employment as a result of their participation in the program.

6

Operationally speaking, for the purpose of·the project plan and its
imp ementatioR',the term Postttve Termination - denotes clients enrol led
in the program and terminated positively as a resu,lt of obtaining fulltimJ unsubsidized employment, as a result of the job ·development activities
of the job developers. Positive terminations through employment having
an 'mpact on program efficiency.
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ANALYTICAL DEFINITIONS
(;

'

The following functional propositions were used to symbolize the relationsh-ip between functions of four primary essential elements.
These elements were:
'l)

Centralized Job Opening Job Placement Information Unit.

2)

Informati:on Exchange.

3)

Maximized Positive Terminations.

'4)

Progr:~m Efficiency.

,;i,Analytical Statement
The function ~fa centralized job opening job placement information unit
is related to the function of information exchange between· job developers.
l)

Translation of Analytical Statement intQ.__Sy_mj)gts
r•

2)

A)

centralized job opening job placement information unit= CJOJPIU

B)

functions= f

C)

related= r

D)

information exchange = IE

Analytical Formula
f(CJOJPIY)

or

r f(IE)

f CJOJPIU

r f IE

Analytical Statement
The function of information exchange is related to the function of maxi~'::
mized positive terminations.
-1)

Translation of Analytical Statement into Symbols
A)

information exchange= IE

B)

function= f

C)

related= r

D)

maximized positive terminations= MPT
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2)

Analytical Formula
f(IE)

r f(MPT)

or

f IE

r f MPT

Analytical Statement
The function of maximized positive terminations is related to the function
oLprogram efficiency.
0

l)

Translation of Analytical Statement into Symbols
A) maximized positive terminations= MPT

2)

B)

functions= f

C)

related= r

D)

program efficiency= PE

Analytical Formula
f(MPT)

r f(PE)

or

9

f MPT

r f PE

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Relative to~the project plan and in relationship to the analytical statements the followi"ng research questions were formulated:

'

l) What is the relationship between·the conceptual project,plan to develop a centralized· job openfog Job placement information unit and
information exchange between job developers?
.2)

What •is the relationship between information
exchange between job
,
developers and maximizing positive terminations?

3) What is the relationship between maximiz·ing···p'Ositive termir:iations
and program efficiency?
The ·person interested- in investigating the relationship between the
essential elements withi'n any of the above research questfons will be responsi'ble for the development and study
of a hypothesis relative to the research
/'
questions.
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HYPOTHESES
Relative to the project plan and in relationship to the research questions
the following qualitative hypotheses were formulated:
1) There is a functional relationship between the conceptual project plan
to develop a centralized job opening job placement information unit
and information·exchange between job developers.
2)

There is a functional relationship between information exchange between
job developers and maximi:zing positive terminations.

3)

There is a functional relationship between maximizing positive terminations and program efficiency.

The person interested in doing research necessary for the implementation
6f any of the above hypotheses will be responsible for the development of instruments necessary to measure the functional relationships relative to the
essential elements within each hypotheses.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In researching literature relative to the conceptual project plan, the
project planner found a limited variety of-literature actually explaining
and/or defining terms used'within manpower programs, such as SER, Jobs for
Progress· Inc ..

The majority of ltterature encountered by the project planner

relative to manpower programs were actually statistical, theoretical and
operatiunal·comparisons:of successful and unsuccessful manpower programs.
The project planner however, succeeded in encountering'literature relative to the primary essential elements within the conceptual project plan.
As stated in Chapter I - Definition of Terms - various terms relative to
the· primary essential elements are used interchangably, for the purpose of
Chapter II the terms are as follows;
- 1) · Central Job. Development·Unit and Centralized Job Opefiing Job Placement Information Unit.
2) Job Deve1opment _and Job Opening.
3) · Job Placement and Positive Termination.
4) Communication and Information Exchange.
5) Maximized, Positive Termination and Program Efficiency.
The project planner did not encounter literature for the term program
efficiency, which could be used relative to the conceptual project plan.
However, an explanation of the term is submitted.
A central job development unit, according to Burton Weinstien (1971, p.62)
is directly responsible for providing employment opportunities for program
clientele who are ready for upgrading and possess enough skills to maintain
and hold a job.

Weinstien states (1971, p.66) a job development unit is

responsible for maintaining up-to-date information on labor market trends,
trade schoolSl and meeting regularly with program clientele.

Furthermore,

he claims (1971, p.109) that the staff of the unit must continually work with

e

employers· so· that employment qualifications do not bar trainee placement.

The

unit must develop a sufficient number of meaningful jobs, and should be the core
around which other parts of the program must rotate.
The tasks of a centra'l job development unit as classified by Robert Gordon
(1967, p.147)· are as follows:

n

The maintenance of an active placement service 'for all clients and
employers desiring assistance.
2) The collection and dissemination of information concerning present
and future trends in the labor market.
3) The improvement of employment·counseHng and testing to assist
program clientele with occupational choices.
4) Active participation in·planning economics, educational and
vocational programs to_ improve the employability of program clientele.
In/addition to the responsibi1ities and tasks of a job development unit
Ullman and Huber (-1973, p.7-8) state five specific goals that should be achieved:
1) More efficien~client-job matching.
2) Improvement of Manpower services to the disadvantaged.
3) Reduction of unemployment.
4) Maintenance or increased volume on overall -employment service:·
activities.
5) Provision of' more flexible·, more rapid, and more direct employment
services···to program clientele and employers.
Job ·development (job opening) is a primary function of. .a·central job devel,,,

opment unit.
the following:

Mangun and Robson (1973, p.282) state job development consists of
(1) the use ·of pattern-"centered measures to solicit and assure

equal access to jobs, (2) the task of bringing the non-competitive worker to the
point where he can win employment for himself, (3)· to provide temporary or permanent
unsubsidized public or private employment for program clientele.
Mangun and Snedeker (1974~ p.247) present a more expanded definition of the
term Job development.

They state job development is the activity that assures

access to a wide variety of job openings appropriate to the needs of Manpower
clients.
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They claim (1974, p.180) job development consists in three dimensions:

(l) getting

information to the job seekers, (2) bringing the job seeker and potential employer
to contact, (3) achieving agreement between the potential employer and employee
relative to the requirements and conditions under which the employment will occur.
Perry, Anderson, Rowan, Northup (1972, p.42) assert that the term job development can be defined as all activities designed to expand the number and/or range
of employment opportunities open to participants of the program.
The result of job development activity serves as a means for the activity of
job placement.
As defined by the Santa Clara Valley Employment and Training Board Manpower
Proposal Format, (1974, p.4) job placement is the result of the placement of a
program participant in unsubsidized employment (positive termination) after receiving services and/or training.
Mangun and Snedeker (1974, p.271) compliment the above definition by stating
that job placement is generally defined as ''persons who have exited the program
as placements in unsubsidized employment and are termed positive terminations

11 •

According to Burton Weinstien (1971, p.70) job placement information is data
relative to program participants who have developed or possessed appropriate work
attitudes and vocational skills to warrant job placement, or participants not
equipped for the labor market but will accept immediate employment.

Furthermore,

Burton Weinstien (1971, p.64) declared job placement information was background
data relative to participants employment experience, employment skills, and employment goals compared to data relative to labor market trends and employment
qualifications.
As stated in the introduction for the purpose of the project plan, the project
planner utilizes the terms information exchange and communication interchangably.

14

For the purpose of the review of literature, the project planner will use the term
communication.
According to.L:itterer (1969, p.23) the communication process (information
exchange) is a stimul•is that not only results in action, but also acts as a control and co-ordination mechanism linking decision centers in a system into a

;v.

·sychronized pattern.
comm□ nicate

,,. · ·-

~

Litterer· asserts- that systems are composed of parts which

with each other, receive messages; and store information.

Taken to-

gether, these communicating ,functions would be parts compromising a configuration
representing the information- exchange system of the centralized job opening job
development unit.
Kazmier (·1964, p.127-.128) states the process·of communication (information
- exchange) is a prerequisite for ·attaining the desired within- any organization.
It is therefore an active process involving the passing of. information and under-

·. e,

standtng to the receiver·and knowledge of.its'effect being passed to the sender
in form of feedback.
Theodorson (1969~ p.62) does, not define communication ·in relationship to
systems or organizations, but does assert it forms the basis for all social interaction.

Furthermore, he states effective communi.cation is obtained when the

m!;!aning conveyed to the reci'pient corresponds closely to that intended by the
sender.

It enab1es the transmission of cumulative-knowledge and makes possible

the existence of empathic understanding-among individuals.
According to Santa Clara Valley Manpower Management -Information System
0

Manual ·(1976, p.1) the following three ratios aid in determining the efficiency
of a Manpower program:
l)

Retention Rate ... This measures the percentage of clients who remain
employed following positive termination. The rate is a result of
follow-up conducted at 1,2,3 and 6 month intervals after a client
enters employment.

15

2)

Cost per Enrollee ... Measures the average cost for a program to
provide training, manpower and supportive serv·ices to program
clientele prior to pos·itive termination (employment).
3) Adjusted Cost per Indirect Placement through Training ... Measures
•. the average ·cost for a"tratni.ng program· to train and place an
individual in unsubsidized employment (positive termination).

16
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SUMMARY

In researching literature relative to the primary essential elements of the
conceptual project plan, the project planner noted the limited amount of specific
definitions and/or explanations relative to operating terms used in manpower
programs.

Operating terms used in the conceptual project plan were inter-related

relative to the activities of job development (opening) and job placement.
These terms i'dentify the major activities within a central job development
unit, which serve as a means to positive terminations (employment) of program
clientele.
In order for a' central job development unit to function effectively, the
process of communkation (information exchange) would serve as a means of control and co-ordination· in order to centralize job opening and job placement
i nformatton.
In Chapter II the project planner presents ·definitions and/or explanations
for the operating terms of the conceptual project plan.

The general definitions

and/or explanations are presented ·in dafly denotative form.

The denotative

(specific) definitions are presented -in operational form as specifically related to the functional activities in the conceptual project plan.
In Chapter III the project planner ·focuses on functional activities in
operatfonal form as related to ·implementation of the conceptual project plan.
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CHAPTER III
PLANNING THE PROJECT
In the preceding chapters the problem was stated, hypothese were
formulated and the literature was reviewed.

The succeeding section

employed Desmond Cook's project management model for the development of
the planning and control subsystems for ·future impl ementatfon 'Of.::othe2
0

project.
Project Model
The major steps used to develop the planning subsystem included
the fo'll owing component parts:
1.

Project definition or work breakdown structure;

2.

Project work flow and graphical representation;

3.

Project time estimation;

4.

Project schedule and resource allocation plan activities;

5.

Project cost estimation and budget preparation for proposed

'

work.
PROJECT DEFINITION
The function of,the Project Definition is to establish the boundaries
.of the project.' The first step being a mission statement which contains
'

'

the major goal of the project and a recognition of ~imits and constraints
important to the project.

The total effort is then subdivided into fur-

ther sub-objectives which represent the major work units needed to accomplish the overall oojective.

These subsystems or objectives are further

divided into a more detailed statement of work.
continuing to success'"ively lower levels.

The process of subdivision

· The b0undaries of this project were established by developing a hierarchically
- - ordered structure ·of the priority sub-objecti'ves of· the project. plan, which reflect
'work· that has to be accomp-lished to reach the overall goal of the project, of maximized positive terminations.

Given the stated 11 del imitations of the project, 11 to design, implement, and
evaluate a program plan which will establish managerial procedures' and administrative
rules, to ensure the objectiveJof the effecttve and effici~nt attainment of the
priority goals of the project plan related to program success.
Definition of, System Concepts
Workbreak.down structure.· -In Cook's project model, workbreal<down structure denoted
the product of the project definition phase.

The workbreakclown structure defines

the project tasks, or work to be performed, and established a relationship between
the tasks and the major project objectives.
-

The workbreakdown structure also es-

tablished the framework for the scheduling and control of the project.

It functions

to establish a framework for summarizing the schedule and cost status of the project
at progressively higher levels of management (see figure 1).
Work flow.

In Cook's project model, work flow denoted a work plan portraying in

graphical manner the interrelationships and inter-dependency of tasks necessary
l

to accomplish the objectives-in the project definition.
Network.· 'In Cook's project'model, .network denoted a graphical representation of
interrelated tasks or activities that must be accomplished to reach the intermediate
ancl:_::f-1'na1 objectives of the project.
Time estimation.

In Cook I s project model,, time estimation -denoted the development

of a time frame for the total project and the individual activities and events
within the project.

In this subsystem the most common terms used were:
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

l

5

6

4

3

2

7

9

8

10

11

Key:
l.

Centralized Job Opening Job Placement Information Unit

2.

Information Input

3.

Centralized Job Opening Job Placement Information

4.

Information Output

5.

Job Opening Information Compiled

6.

Job Placement Information Compiled

7.

Job Opening Entered

8.

Job Opening Entered

9.

Job Opening Job Placement Information Logged

10.

Job Opening Job Placement Information Categorized

l 1.

Job Opening Job Placement Information Filed

12.

Job Opening Job Placement Information Follow-Up

13.

Job Opening Job Placement Information Up-Date

14.

Job Opening Job Placement Information Distributed
Figure 1
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12

13

14

l.

Earliest Event Time:

This term denoted the earliest expected time an event

was completed and was further obtained by moving forward while adding activity
time estimates along the various pathways in the network.

This estimate

was designated by the symbol (TE) (see figure 2).
2.

Time Optimistic (TO):

This term denotes the minimal time in which an activity

of the conceptual project plan would be accomplished based on the assumption
that everything will go well (see figure 2).
3.

Time Pessimistic (TP):

This term denotes the maximum time in which an activity

of the conceptual project plan would be accomplished under the most adverse
conditions (see figure 2).
4.

Time Realistic (TR):

This term denotes the actual time in which an activity

of the conceptual project plan would be accomplished under normal circumstances, and includes some success and failure in carrying out the activity
(see figure 2).
Scheduling.

In Cook's project model, scheduling denoted the translation of the de-

veloped plan into a time table, showing the calendar dates for the start and completion of work {see figure 6).
Resource allocation.

In Cook's project model, resource allocation denoted the trans-

lation of the accepted work flow into a schedule by the assignment of resources
necessary for accomplishing the planned activities.

Establishing the needed resource

requirements for each activity and the total project is a necessary prerequisite
for budget preparation.

Resource allocation generally refers to personnel needs

(see figure 7).
Cost estimation and budget preparation.

In Cook's project model, cost estimatiofi

and budget preparation denoted the management plan for operating and financing the
project during a specific time period.
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It is a predetermined detailed plan of

CODE &ACTIVITY CHART

Proceeded Succeeded
by
by
TO

Activity

TR TP

TE

Job Ooening Information Compiled

C

21.0 32.5 41.C 32.C

B

Job Placement Information Compiled

D

l 4 . 5 21 . 5 29 . 0 21 ._E

C

Job Opening Information Entered

A

E

12.5 15.0 16.5 14.E

D

Job Placement Information
Job Opening Job Placement

R

F

E

Information Categorized
Job Opening Job Placement

C,D

F-

28.0 32.0 41.5 32. ~

F

Information Cateaorized
Job Opening Job Placement
Information Filed

F

G

24.0 32.0 38.5 31. ~

F

H

11.0 13. 5 15.5 13. L

G

q

n

11

!)

l !1 l7 11 (

·~·

Job Opening Job Placement
H

Information Follow-up
Job Opening Job Placement

G

I

13.0 24.5 33.5 24.(

I

Information Update

H

J

11.0 17.5 23.5 17. L

J

Job Opening Job Placement
Information Distributed

I

K

14.5 22.0 24.5 21.(

K

Project Completion

J

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total
Key:

.5
1.0
40.0

=
=
=

158;5 224,P 243.5 221.f
30 Minutes
60 Minutes
Hours per Week

Formula:

(l) TO+ (4) TR+ (l) TP
6

Key:
Figure 2
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T=
0 =
R=
P=
E:

Time
Optimistic(TO)
Realistic (TR)
Pessimistic (TP)
Estimated (TE)

=

TE

action developed and distributed as a guide to current operations, and used
partial standard for evaluating performance.

a~~

In this subsystem, the most common

terms used were:
1.

Direct costs:

This term denoted those costs that were directly traced

to or associated with a particular activity or task in the project.
2.

Work packages:

This term denoted the individual components of the work

breakdown structure.
WORK FLOW
The function of the work flow is to develop a graphical representation (flow
graph) of the logical sequence of the activities and events necessary to accomplish
the objectives identified in the project definition (see figure 3).
Rules for Work Flow Plan
The project definition was used as the primary basis for network construction
by using a backward approach to move from a general to a specific case.

This was

done by identifying the major end items and working backwards to reach the eventual
starting point.
The type of network used in the project was the event-oriented network.
the event oriented network, the primary concern is the occurance of events.

In
More-

over, the identification of events and the order of their occurrence made use of
·the PERT method ( see figure 3).
Definition of Symbols and explanation
=

Activities.

Activities are the individual tasks or jobs which must

be done to reach an objective.

An activity represents both the time

and work effort needed to accomplish an objective.

Activities may

represent a process, a task, a period of waiting, mental or physical
work, a constraint, or a combination of these things.

The accomp-

lishment of an activity should represent the accomplishment of a
23

task in the total hierarchy of work outlined in the project

0

definition.
=

Events.

Events represent points of accomplishment in the

network .

Consequently, they do not consume either time or

resources.

An event usually represents the start or end of

an activity.

An event either exists or does not exist, since

it must represent a clearly definable point of occurrence.
Events are labeled with terms such as "start" or "complete",
"begin" or "end", or any other set of words that denotes the

□

initiation or cqmpletion of work.
=

Milestone Event.

A milestone event is a special event

which represents the accomplishment of a major piece of
work such as the accomplishment of a work package or a major
objective.
=

Critical Path.

The critical path represents the most time

consuming pathway in the network.
TE

=

Activity Time Estimate.

Represents the time estimate for

each activity.
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PERT CHART

A

TE= 32.0

C

TE= 14.8

7

4

10

K

E=O.
B

TE

=

21.6

D

TE= 13.0

Key:~= Activities

0
•
D

Events

= Milestone Events

.

= Critical Path
TE

= Time Estimates

* (Refer to Code &Activity Chart - Figure 2)
~igure 3
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TIME ESTIMATION
The function of the time estimation is to provide information regarding
estimated total project completion time.

The development of a time frame

for the total project and the individual activities and events within the
project.
This was done by providing information regarding the estimated individual activity time, total project completion time, the earliest and latest
completion time.
Pre-planning Rules and Procedures
One of the principal rules in the starting point for time estimation
involved the accessibility of work packages and activities in the project.
Furthermore, a well defined and logically arranged work flow plan served
as a valid basis for cal culating the time estimates.

In this project, the

time estimates were calculated within the work flow primarily on a random
basis.

According to Cook (1971, p.109), this procedure prevents

11

individ-

uals from adjusting their estimates for activities which come later in
the project because of estimates made for tasks that come earlier. 11
Moreover, since this project was of long duration, the rule was not
to provide details in the network to secure time estimates.

Cook, for

example, recommended that a project work unit could move through each
succeeding work phase and provide additional details in the network as the
work progressed.
Earliest Event Time
The calculation of the earliest expected event time for the project,
which was designated by the symbol TE to distinguish it from the activity
time estimate (te), was obtained by moving from left to right in the network, adding the activity time estimates along the various pathways.
26

The project network showing calculations of earliest event time can
be illustrated as follows:

Time Estimation

TE= 32.0

l

7

TE=24.0 TE=l7.4 TE=2
TE

=

21.6

Key:

~
0

= Activities

= Events

D

= Mil es tone Events
= => = Critical Path
TE
= Time Estimates
Figure 4
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11

10

E=O.O

HISTOGRAM..

10

9
'

8

7
I

6

l

5

4 13

2

I
I

!-

Crite rion

1------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ------ ----- - ------ -----

1

32.0
A

21.6
B

14.8 13.0
D
C

Key:

1-9
A-J
Te

32.9
E

=
=
=
--- =

31.5
F

13. 4 24.0
G

H

17.4 21.0
J
I

Personnel
Activities
Time Estimates per Activity
Capacity Load

Figure ,.5'
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SCHEDULING AND RESOURCE A½LOCATION
Given the condition of a set starting date, the function of this section
is to establish a schedule for the project by translating the planned schedule
derived from the time estimation into specific calendar dates for the initiation and completion of work compatible with resource availability and other
known or stated constraints.
The planned schedule, which is generated as an output of the scheduling
process, enables the program director to judge event progress and forecast
a date of completion (see figure 6) .
Additionally, the concept of resource allocation is closely associated
with the concept of scheduling.

Once the work flow or plan is accepted,

it is translated into a schedule by the assignment of resources (personnel)
which will accomplish the planned activities (see fig ure 7).
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Scheduling Time Scale

I

I
I
I
Project Completion

!
B

r
\

Project

f

I

Cl

z

I

i

Cl

Cl

LJ..J

LJ..J

z

z

LJ..J

I

I

I

::,,::

::,,::

LJ..J
LJ..J

LJ..J
LJ..J

Key: D

f

= Weeks
= Week-end

Figure 6
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LJ..J
LJ..J

LJ..J
LJ..J

■ =Crit i cal Path

1 1 1 1

LJ..J

::,,::

= Non Critical Path

+ = Days

z

::,,::
3

3

3:
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Tabu1ar Description of Project Budget Summary

· Manpower Persona1
Rent
Communi- Trave1
-·+
Cost
Supp1ies Uti1itie "cations· Loca1
Acttvtty: Persons Hours
1-2 '
1-3

'-

Tota1

9

2B&.._D

1661. 76

48.96

46.08

54. 72

120.95

,1935.47

9

194.4

1121. 69

33.05

31 .10

36.94

81.65

1304.43

~

\

2-4

9

133.2

768.56

22.64

21. 31

25:30

55.94

893.75

3-4

9

117 .0

675.09

19.89

18. 72

22.23

49.14

785.07.

4-5

3

98.7

403.68

16. 78

15.79

18.75

5-6

3

94.5

386.50

16.06

15 .12

6-7

3

40.2

164.42

6.83

7-8

3

72.0

294.48 . 12.24

8-9

3

52.2

213.49

9-10

3

63.0

257.67

Total

12

0

455.00

17.95

0

435.63

fi 43

1 7_63

n

l Ai:i 11

11.52

13:68

0

331.92

8.87

8.35

9.91

0

·.240 .. 62

10. 71

10.08

11 . 97

0

290.43

·,

;-7,...,

Key:

1153. 2 $5,947.34 ~196.03

9 = Total Job Developers
$12,000.00 per year
$5.77 per hour

'l

-

-

~

-

-

~184:50 $219.08 . $307 .681 6854.63

Supp1ies = $4,300.00 = per year.
=~$358.33 = cost per staff per year
= $.17 = cost per person per hour

Rent &Uti1ities = $3,900.00 = per year
= $325.00 = cost per staff
per year
= $.16 = cost per hour per
Comm.= $4,700.00 = cost per year
person:
= $391.67 = cost per staff per year
= $.19 = cost per hour per person
Trave1 Local = $7,950.00 = cost
per year
= $883.33 = cost per
staff per year
= $.42 = cost per
hour per person

3 = Total Clerica1
$8,500.00
$4_~:09,-p~r:J1gur

Figure 7
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BUDGET SUMMARY
SER, Jobs for Progress Inc.
489 South Almaden Avenue

San Jose, CA 95110
l.

Project Title: C~f1tral-t~d Job Opening Job Placement, Information Unit

2.

Funding Agency:· Santa Clara Valley Manpower Employment

3. T0tal Time: 187._Q Hours
4.

Dates:
From:

-

May 30, 1977 ·

To:

June 29, 1977

Category

Funding Agency
Contribution

l:

Personnel Cost

$5,947.34

2.

Supplies

196.03

3.

Rent & Utilities

184.50

4.

Communications

219.08

5.

Travel Local

307.68

TOT:AL COSTS

$6,854.63

Figure 7.1
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COST ESTIMATION/BUDGET PREPARATION
The function of the cost estimation/budget preparation is to generate
cost estimates and a budget or future expenditure plan which provides for
the necessary funds needed to accomplish the program as outlined and established, and to provide a basis for future decisions as well as control
of current expenditures.
An Administrative Approach to Budgeting
With the development of project management systems for the planning
and controlling of time in research and development projects, attempts to
integrate both time and cost were begun.
in a new method of budgeting.

The integration of cost resulted

The essential feature of the new budgeting

procedure is the shift in emphasis from inputs to outputs.

The relation

of cost to work to be accomplished is now heavily emphasized.
The basic vehicle in the planning and controlling of costs becomes the
project definition or work breakdown structure.

The work breakdown

structure identifies several major components of work leading to the
accomplishment of the final objective.

Each of these major components

is further divided into components called work packages.

Direct costs are

charged only to work packages. This procedure is related to direct costs,
and there remains the question of indirect costs.
used to handle indirect costs.

Several methods can be

The method used in this project was that

of determining the direct cost figure and then adding a fixed percentage
for indirect costs.

Although the work package is the basic costing unit,

the indirect cost may be totally attributed to the entire project.
A more detailed budget is further prepared by identifying the work pack-
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age and indicaUng the type of personnel required for the work, using a
-

rate figure for their services and the amount of time they are needed.
These two""items are mul'tiplied to secure a total cost figure.
A major advantage of the work package and activity costing method lies
in 'its development of an enumerative cost·model. · Various costs are directly
related to specific activities and periods of time ... This• permits the integration of·ttme-cost relationships in control reports, and gives the project
manager·a·clearer picture of the project's status.

The work package cost-

ing method also ·breaks, a complex project •into units which are easier to
visualize.
The estimates of· hours and wages required to accomplish the work packages are based.on the author's own judgements as developed from his own
observations and experience and are not a result of any ,scientific study
or data analysis;· t>ut·rather are very subjective estimates.
-

For actual

application, the- author recommends 'that expert or specialized consultation
0

be sought in determining verifiable and proven estimates of time and cost
needed to carry out the work packages.
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Work Package Cost Estimates for Total Project Cost
$
685 .63

$

$

$

1932.47

1304. 3

$

$

107 . 94

862.97

$

$

$

$

* (See Figure I for Work Package Identification)

Figure 8
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Implementation of Action
The function of this subsystem is to provide a means of implementating
administrative decisions, revising plans, and developing modified data/information base.
Once the administrator had decided upon a course of action, it must
be communicated to the staff and other members involved in the project.
Necessary adjustments should be made in the project definition, work flow,
schedules and resource allocation as well as budget.
Finally, management should institute follow-up procedures to ensure
that the decision has been incorporated and the necessary adjustments have
been made.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This summary reviews the principal points in the preceding chapters and also
presents the project planner's recommendations together with suggestions for future
implementation and evaluation of ,the project plan while in actual operation.
The purpos·e of the conceptual project pl an was to· design~ develop and conduct
a research study ,of operating principals relative to a ·c_entraJJz~cl job .QPefLing_
1

:__.:_ --·--~ ,c:_.~ - - ~ ~ - ---~~:--:: ~ - - - - - ~ : - -

{Qb;~pl~_ce!]len_!:_ trif1~n1!.aJion•

□ nit __a~t,5_ERt_~s>1'2

'for p_r_o_g_ress_ Inc.~

£_.~~---:, __.::_.~:. --------------~~/~------·~~_,--.::,._,~~ - - - - ~ ~ ~ . ; - - ~ ~ ~ - - - - -....____ ~ - - - - - - - - - ·

The major steps employed·were Cook 1 s Project Management model to develop a
planning subsystem-composed of a:
L

Project Definition.

2.

Work Flow.

3.

Project Time Estimate.

4.

Schedule and Resource Allocation Plan.

5.

Project Cost Estimate.

1These components served a function in the planning subsystem as follows:
1.

The project definition developed an ordered structure of major and
subordinate objectives which provided the work to be accomplished
by the project administrator.

2.

The work flow developed a graphical representation.of the sequence
of activities and events necessary to accomplish the objectives
established in the project definition.

3. ·The ·time estimation subsystem provided a time frame for the individual activities and events in the project.

In this project

the,planning calendar.showed total project completion time to

4.

The scheduling and resource allocation plan served to establish
the project schedule which was transformed into specific calendar

dates.

Furthermore, an estimate of resource availability was made

to determine the manpower requirements as well as the resource time
required to complete each activity of the project.
5.

The specific total cost estimate for each work package as well as
the total cost estimate for the total project.

PERT procedures were employed to plan major activities and events in the
conceptual project plan.
In conclusion, the planning system described in the conceptual project plan
served as the leverage and information base for operations in the control subsystem.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to implement the project plan, a control subsystem must be developed
to generate effective standards or criteria against which actual performance can
be evaluated.
Secondly, a monitoring procedure must be developed in order to compare performance to the evaluation standards established by the planning component.

In

doing so, evaluation reports to the project administrator would be essential in
measuring and reporting on actual operating performance.

For example, such re-

ports would give the project administrator necessary information on the present
status of the project in terms of time, cost and performance.

Furthermore, the

control system would identify any deviation from the plans, this causing the
project administrator to take needed corrective actions.
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